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I read it, then followed it's advice and read it again. I went online looking at compound bows and

then to a pro-shop and asked intelligent questions. I have not bought a bow yet due to what i

learned. I read it again, then one more time. I was so hot to get a compound to shoot along with my

recurve, but I am holding off til a bow shows up that meets the requirements I set because of the

book's information. I give it 5 stars because it is so useful in understanding what I am buying.But, I

had to really read some pages carefully, carefully, to be sure I was looking at the correct

figure/picture referenced in the text. I finally wrote in the referenced text figure #/picture number at

the figures/pictures that were not labeled or labeled badly. On some figures I penciled in an arrow to

a location on a picture with a note what it was. That was interesting because the author is said to

have written other books. It shouldn't have been that hard to know where to look.I liked his repeated

note that a "fast miss is still a miss". He covered sounds made by bows, but I was surprised he said



nothing about the noise factor for the last 5,000 years impeding hunters. Fred Bear killed a lot of

animals with his noisy bows. LOL

Reading this book is like talking to a Doctor or having to learn a new language ---- and I'm no

dummy. I'm a college graduate, locksmith, Technical writer, 38 years as an operator, Supervisor,

Safety Engineer in the Oil Industry, a Paralegal, and have graduated from Private Investigator

training. I will come back to this booklet later, but have ordered more basic archery reading to go

over first. "Tuning your Compound Bow" is written as if everyone in the world knows exactly what he

is talking about. I dislike very much when people don't use language that the beginners would

understand. I'm 67 years old, retired, and just want to get back into target shooting archery.

This is a great book for anyone that wants to learn how to tune their own compound bow. Annually,

bowhunters spend thousands of dollars paying others to tune their bows. This book teaches you

how to effectively and efficiently tune your own. Mr. Wise does a great job of explaining things and

their is a great glossary provided in this book to decreases the ambiguity of archery terminology. I

would highly recommend this book to all archers that shoot compound bows.

Great book.

it is way way way out dated but the information is still good

Great book for all Archers.

Outstanding book for tuning compound archery bows....probably all you'll need to know. Larry

Wise's 'Core Archery' book on proper shooting technique and pre-shot routines for shooting

compound bows is excellent......the matching DVD, 'Core Archery Back Tension: Defined &

Demonstrated', is even better.

Very outdated material. Good information, just not for this era of modern bows. Awesome

bookmark.
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